
Zone Supervisor

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Conscientious Zone Supervisor effective at managing and leading teams, managing store 
operations and promoting merchandise to increase store profits. Dedicated Zone Supervisor  with 
more than 5 years in store management. Well-versed in directing personnel, creating effective 
merchandising projects, and using sales strategies to boost store sales.

Skills

Excel, Customer Service.

Work Experience

Zone Supervisor
Wal-Mart  June 2012 – 2020 
 Provides supervision and development opportunities for hourly Associates in assigned area by

hiring, training, mentoring, assigning duties, evaluating performance, providing recognition, 
and ensuring diversity awareness.

 Upholds the Companys Open Door policy by meeting Associates and listening to concerns, 
researching issues, reviewing Company policies and procedures, and providing resolutions for 
Associates, including proactively seeking out Associate comments and concerns by meeting 
with Associates in their work area.

 Drives the financial performance of assigned area by ensuring that sales and profits goals are 
achieved and implements plans corrects any deficiencies.

 Models, enforces, and provides directions and guidance to hourly Associates on proper 
Customer service approaches and techniques to ensure Customers needs, complaints, and 
issues are successfully resolved with Company guidelines and standards.

 Participates in community outreach programs, and encourages and supports hourly 
Associates in serving as good members of the community.

 Provides specific, honest, accurate, and timely feedback on associates performance.
 Assigns tasks to associates that fit their skill levels and maximize team performance.

Zone Supervisor
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2012 
 Manage flight operations and enforce to procedure compliance to drive on time departures for

all flights in an entire SFO zone - Simultaneity handled .
 Responsible to run front end operations which include Count cash drawers to ensure there is 

no theft Managed a staff of 35+ cashiers and 10 customer .
 Keep track of designated departments, help department mangers run the department Attend 

store meetings with asst.
 and store manager Handle notes and give notes to department mangers Hire and train 

associates Follow up notes with store manager and help assistant .
 Number one department in sales for 3 months.
 Simplicity USA, Mohamad Makki, Station Manager Duties Monitor agents to make sure they 

handle operations as safely and timely as possible, handle .
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 Handling all operations of the backroom on the general merchandise side and the grocery 
side.

Education

Management Course - (Thibodaux High School Thibodaux United States - Irving, TX)
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